
The recent expression of public dissatisfaction in Nigeria about
the scarcity of cash and petrol has highlighted the crucial role that
these resources play in a modern economy, and the scarcity of
these resources can have a ripple effect on various aspects of
society, including transportation, commerce, and daily living expenses.
To facilitate efficient resource allocation during this crisis and
better understand the effects on the citizens, we developed a data-
driven solution that classifies media reports using NLP techniques,
geocodes the locations present in the media report and uncovers
the spatiotemporalpatterns in fuel andcashscarcityover theyears.
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Figure 1::Imageof the cash and fuel scarcity situation in Lagos

source:punch news paper

Figure 2: Methodology Flowchart

Figure 3:A map showing Hotspot locations of citizens dissatisfaction

over cash and fuel scarcity.

Table 1:Sample image of dataset

This study has shown the possibility of getting citizens
dissatisfaction on social services using media print data.

Further research can;

• Make useof socialmediadatalike Twitter.

• Finetuned model for both Text Classification and Named Entity

Recognition.

Figure 5:Map showing geocoded locations where citizens are dissatisfied.
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Figure 4: Map showing yearly trend of citizens dissatisfaction over 
cash and fuel scarcity in Nigeria.
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